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Abstract Storm surges are responsible for great damage to coastal property and loss of life every year.
Coastal management and adaptation practices are essential to reduce such damage. Numerical models pro-
vide a useful tool for informing these practices as they simulate sea level with high spatial resolution. Here
we investigate the ability of a barotropic version of the HAMSOM model to simulate sea level extremes of
meteorological origin in the Mediterranean Sea, including those caused by explosive cyclones. For this pur-
pose, the output of the model is compared to hourly sea level observations from six tide gauge records
(Valencia, Barcelona, Marseille, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya). It is found that the model underestimates
the positive extremes significantly at all stations, in some cases by up to 65%. At Trieste, the model can also
sometimes overestimate the extremes significantly. The differences between the model and the residuals are
not constant for extremes of a given height, which limits the applicability of the numerical model for storm
surge forecasting because calibration is difficult. The 50 and 10 year return levels are reasonably well cap-
tured by the model at all stations except Barcelona and Marseille, where they are underestimated by over
30%. The number of exceedances of the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles over a period of 25 years is severely
underestimated by the model at all stations. The skill of the model for predicting the timing and value of the
storm surges seems to be higher for the events associated with explosive cyclones at all stations.
1. Introduction
The damage resulting from the combined effect of rising sea levels and storm surges is one of the most visible
and costly impacts of climate change. Some of the effects are felt immediately in the form of increased flooding
and saltwater intrusion into surface waters, whereas other effects, such as coastal erosion and saltwater intrusion
into ground waters, may be only noticeable after sometime [Nicholls, 2010]. The damage caused by these effects
is potentially very large because, although coastal zones represent just a small fraction of the Earth’s total land
area, they support significant economic activity and concentrate numerous coastal assets including ports, roads,
rail, and residential properties. It has been estimated that average global flood losses will increase from $6 billion
per year in 2005 to $52 billion per year by 2050 due to projected socioeconomic change alone, without consid-
eration of future changes in the climate [Hallegatte et al., 2013]. In addition, coastal zones are also home to rich
marine ecosystems that are vulnerable to both sea level rise and changes in water mass properties [Nicholls,
2010]. Clearly, adaptation and enhanced protection are required with a view to reducing those impacts. For
adaption policy to be effective, however, the introduction of adaptation measures must be informed by robust
understanding of past sea level changes and expected future changes. In particular, a clear knowledge of sea
level extremes, such as storm surges, is especially important for coastal planning. In this sense, numerical models
provide a useful tool for better understanding sea level extremes as well as for projecting future changes. Proper
validation of these models is, however, essential before they can be confidently used for such purposes. In this
study, we test the ability of one of the most widely used numerical models in the Mediterranean Sea to simulate
sea level extremes of meteorological origin.
In climate studies of sea level extremes, it is common practice to model the tail of the distribution of sea
level observations by means of another probability distribution (e.g., the generalized Pareto distribution),
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which then is used to derive climatological quantities of interest such as quantiles, return levels, or number
of exceedances of a relevant threshold [e.g., Marcos et al., 2009; Menendez and Woodworth, 2010; Feng and
Tsimplis, 2014]. Such quantities are commonly used by engineers and policy makers for coastal planning
and management as they provide a good indication of the intensity and frequency of sea level extremes.
All these quantities can be directly derived from sea level observations from coastal tide gauge records, pro-
vided that such records cover a long enough period. However, tide gauges are sparsely distributed in space,
which considerably limits the locations where practical extreme value analysis based on observations is pos-
sible. Numerical models are a useful tool to overcome this limitation as they simulate sea level with high
spatial resolution, and thus permit the study of the statistical properties of sea level extremes at any coastal
grid point within the model domain. In addition, numerical models, forced with atmospheric forcing under
scenarios of increased greenhouse gases, also allow us to make projections about future changes in sea
level extremes due to climate change. As a consequence, many of the existing studies of sea level extremes
use barotropic ocean models driven by atmospheric pressure and wind to investigate the characteristics of
sea level extremes and possible future changes [Woth et al., 2006; Woodworth et al., 2007; Ratsimandresy
et al., 2008; Sterl et al., 2009; Tsimplis and Shaw, 2010; Jorda et al., 2012a; Marcos et al., 2009, 2011, 2012;
Conte and Lionello, 2013; Haigh et al., 2014] (A. Arns et al., Determining return water levels at ungauged
coastal sites: A case study for northern Germany, submitted to Ocean Dynamics, 2013).
The use of modeled data, however, is not without its limitations. Uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge
of boundary conditions (lateral and at surface), bathymetric errors as well as parametric uncertainty due to
inadequate model physics, all can affect the model skill and thus also the quality of the modeled data. The
ability of a model to simulate sea level extremes is usually assessed by determining the extent to which the
model describes the main statistical properties of the observed sea level extremes [e.g., Marcos et al., 2009;
Jorda et al., 2012b; Conte and Lionello, 2013], which is in essence equivalent to determining whether the
modeled and observed data have the same distribution. However, this is sometimes done by comparing
modeled data and observations for a single percentile only [e.g., Jorda et al., 2012b] or for the maximum
sea level value and the 50 year return level only [e.g., Marcos et al., 2009], which provides only a partial pic-
ture of the capability of the model to describe the distribution of extremes. Furthermore, it is important to
note that good performance in simulating the observed distribution of extremes does not necessarily trans-
late into good predictive capability. In other words, it is possible that the model simulates the main statisti-
cal properties of the extremes correctly but fails to predict their timing and magnitude. This may suffice if
one is interested only in the climatological aspect of the extremes, but may not be adequate for storm
surge forecasting.
Our aim here is to test the ability of a barotropic model to simulate both the observed distribution of sea
level extremes as well as their timing and magnitude in the Mediterranean Sea. To address this goal, we
compare the output of the model with the sea level observations from which the tidal signal and the sea-
sonal signal have been subtracted (hereinafter referred to as residuals) from six tide gauge records in the
Mediterranean Sea. In particular, we quantify the differences between the model and the residuals as a
function of the value of the sea level extremes, use quantile-quantile (q-q) plots to identify similarities and
differences between the modeled and observed probability distributions of sea level, and assess the capa-
bility of the model to capture important climatological quantities such as return levels and number of
exceedances of a threshold over a certain period of time.
In addition, we investigate whether the largest sea level extremes are associated with the occurrence of
explosive cyclones over the Mediterranean Sea. Explosive cyclones are a special type of midlatitude cyclone
that occur in maritime environments being characterized by a rapid deepening of sea level pressure. The
effect of such rapid deepening on the model performance is also explored here. Explosive cyclones can
cause extreme phenomena such as significant wave heights that severely affect coastal areas, ports and
shipping with serious social and economic impacts, and even loss of lives [e.g., Lionello et al., 2006]. In the
Mediterranean, explosive cyclones, despite their rarity, appear as a high impact phenomenon during the
cold period of the year [Kouroutzoglou et al., 2011a, 2014]. The model that we use is a barotropic version of
the Hamburg Shelf-Ocean Model (HAMSOM), which is widely used for the analysis of sea level extremes in
the Mediterranean Sea. Section 2 describes the data used in the analysis, their processing, and the method-
ology used to derive return levels and number of exceedances of a threshold. In section 3, we present the
results of the analysis. Finally, section 4 summarizes and discusses the main results of the paper.
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2. Data and Methods
2.1. Ocean Model
The model used here to sim-
ulate sea level extremes is a
barotropic version of the
HAMSOM forced by atmos-
pheric pressure and wind. It
is also the model used by the
Spanish Harbours authority
(Puertos del Estado) for
operational forecasting of
storm surges. The model con-
figuration is the same as that
used to generate the Hind-
cast of Dynamic Processes of
the Ocean and Coastal Areas
of Europe (HIPOCAS) sea
level residual data set [Ratsi-
mandresy et al., 2008] except
that the forcing is provided
by the Agencia Estatal de
Meteorologia (AEMET) atmos-
pheric hindcast for the
period 1990–2009. The model outputs are hourly sea level fields at 1/6 3 1/4 spatial resolution covering
the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula. In the model integration, the pres-
sure gradient and the vertical diffusivity terms are integrated using a semiimplicit scheme while the
momentum advection and the horizontal diffusion terms use an explicit one. The bottom friction coefficient
is constant and set to 0.0025. Sea level along the western and northern boundaries is prescribed using the
inverted barometer effect. No tidal forcing has been included in this simulation. The atmospheric forcing
provided by AEMET is a dynamical downscaling of ERA-INTERIM reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] with a spatial
resolution of 25 km. Hourly fields of atmospheric pressure at the sea level and 10 m winds are used to force
the model. The annual sea level cycle was removed from each model grid point by means of a harmonic
analysis. The modeled sea level at the specific locations of the tide gauges is taken from the closest model
grid to each tide gauge.
In addition to the sea level simulation based on the AEMET atmospheric hindcast, we generate an addi-
tional set of 20 short simulations centered about the time of maximum deepening of 20 explosive cyclones
(see subsection 2.3) by forcing the model with wind and atmospheric pressure from the COSMO.GR model
[Avgoustoglou and Tzeferi, 2013]. The COSMO.GR local nonhydrostatic numerical weather prediction pro-
vided atmospheric data with a spatial resolution of 0.0625 (approximately 7 km) and 1 h temporal resolu-
tion. It is used operationally by the Hellenic National Meteorological Service and its integration domain
covers the whole Mediterranean area (www.cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/operational/default.htm). The
COSMO.GR model runs were driven by analysis and forecast boundary conditions of the global model of
the European Centre for Medium-Range Forecasts (ECMWF). For the cases, when the explosive cyclogenesis
occurred around 00 and 12 UTC, the simulation time range was 72 h (36 h before and after the event),
whereas for those when the explosive cyclogenesis occurred around 06 and 18 UTC, the simulation time
range was 60 h (30 h before and after the event). The reason for that was to ensure that all simulations
started at 00 and 12 UTC given that the simulations with forecast fields from ECMWF are available with
starting time only at 00 and 12 UTC.
2.2. Tide Gauge Data
Hourly values from six tide gauge records (Valencia, Barcelona, Marseille, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya)
in the Mediterranean Sea have been used in the analysis (Figure 1). The time series have been collected
from different databases, including the Spanish Harbours Tide Gauges Network (REDMAR), the Reseaux de
Figure 1. (a) Hourly sea level observations available at the tide gauges. (b) Location of the tide
gauges.
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reference des observations
maregraphiques (REFMAR),
and the Istituto Superiore per
la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambi-
entale (ISPRA—IDROMARE).
The tide gauge records span
different time periods (Figure
1a) from 10 to 70 years; how-
ever, in this study, we will
restrict our analysis to the
period covered by the model
run (1990–2009). The quality
checks performed on the sea
level records are the same as
used by Marcos et al. [2009] to
which the reader should refer
for details.
Because the barotropic model
is forced by wind and atmos-
pheric pressure, it does not
simulate tides or the thermal
part of the seasonal cycle asso-
ciated with the expansion and
contraction of the upper layers
induced by higher summer and lower winter temperatures. These two components of sea level were
removed from the tide gauge records before comparison. First, for each year, the amplitudes and phases of
the tidal constituents were estimated by harmonic analysis using the program t-tide [Pawlowicz et al., 2002].
Only constituents with a signal-to-noise ratio equal or larger than three were used to reconstruct the tidal
signal. The annual cycle was not removed during this first step. In a second step, and as for the modeled
data, the time-mean annual sea level cycle was removed from the tide gauge records by means of a har-
monic analysis performed over the entire period covered by the data (1990–2009).
2.3. Explosive Cyclones Data
Extratropical cyclones are defined as explosive when their deepening rate is maintained at a rate of at least
1 hPa/h for 24 h or more [Kouroutzoglou et al., 2011a]. The Mediterranean explosive cyclones were identified
with the aid of ERA-Interim data sets with a resolution of 0.5 3 0.5 latitude-longitude grid for the period
2002–2009 employing the Melbourne University tracking algorithm. More details on the application of this
algorithm in the Mediterranean can be found in Kouroutzoglou et al. [2011a, 2011b]. The average life span
of explosive cyclones over the Mediterranean Sea is about 4 days and their average radius is about 300 km
[Kouroutzoglou et al., 2011a]. Hence, here we will identify a sea level extreme as being caused by an explo-
sive cyclone whenever an explosive cyclone occurred within 3 days of the extreme and within a distance of
250 km from the tide gauge station.
The total number of explosive cyclones in the Mediterranean Sea for the period 2002–2009 is 20. Neverthe-
less, there is significant interannual variability in their frequency (Figure 2a), with some years showing only
one event and one of the years (2009) showing as much as seven events. The spatial distribution of explo-
sive cyclones exhibits also a high degree of nonuniformity (Figure 2b). Explosive cyclones prefer to generate
in the maritime environment of the strongly baroclinic northern Mediterranean coast. The most favorable
region for maximum explosive cyclone deepening is the Gulf of Lions. It is also worth noting that although
explosive cyclones tend to form in the Western Mediterranean, their scale and depth is greater in the East-
ern Mediterranean [Kouroutzoglou et al., 2011a].
2.4. Return Levels and Exceedances of a Threshold
In this study, we test the ability of the numerical model described in subsection 2.1 to simulate the 50 and
10 year return levels and the number of exceedances of the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles over a period of
Figure 2. (a) Number of explosive cyclones per year in the Mediterranean Sea. (b) Location
of the explosive cyclones at the time of maximum intensity.
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25 years. We use the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) to model the tail and estimate the climatological
quantities of interest. The GDP is used to model the excesses over a high threshold, #, and its cumulative
distribution function is defined by [Pickands, 1975]:
Fðx; n; r; #Þ512 11 nðx2#Þ
r
 21 n=
(1)
where x (x > #) contains the sea level observations exceeding #, r (r > 0) is the scale parameter, and n is
the shape parameter. The scale and shape parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood. Here we
choose an average (over the whole period covered by the data) of 10 extremes per year to be fitted by the
GPD. Tsimplis and Blackman [1997] showed that choosing the number of extremes per year between 5 and
10 led to consistent return levels.
The N year return level (RLN) is the level that is expected to be crossed on average once every N years and
can be estimated by:
RLN5F
21 12
1
kN
; n; r; #
 
(2)
where k is the mean number of exceedances of the threshold # per year.
Finally, the number of exceedances, ne, of the threshold #e over a period of N years is given by:
ne5 12Fð#e; n; r; #Þ½ kN (3)
3. Results
3.1. Time Series Comparison
In order to gain some qualitative insight on the skill of the model, we begin by visually comparing hourly
time series of sea level from the model and the residuals at Marseille and Trieste (Figure 3). Overall the sea
level variability is well captured by the model at both Marseille and Trieste, which is reflected in the signifi-
cant correlation between the time series (0.81 and 0.67, respectively). However, the good correlation
between the time series does not necessarily imply good simulation of the extreme values. At Marseille (Fig-
ure 3a), for instance, the model clearly underestimates both the positive and negative sea level extremes, in
some cases by as much as 50 cm. The magnitude of underestimation varies greatly from one extreme to
another, even for extremes of a similar height, reflecting the fact that the underestimation is not a linear or
simple function of the extreme value. The largest sea level extremes in the model do not necessarily coin-
cide in time with those in the residuals.
The comparison for Trieste (Figure 3b) shares some features in common with that for Marseille, such as the
general underestimation of negative extremes by the model and the fact that the differences between the
residuals and the model vary rather randomly with the value of the extreme events. However, it also shows
some distinctive features, especially in the simulation of positive extremes. In particular, the model does not
always underestimate the positive extremes but sometimes it overestimates them, by as much as 40 cm. In
fact, the model sometimes shows sea level extremes when none is observed in the residuals.
3.2. Differences as a Function of the Extreme Value
In order to quantify the differences between model and residuals the data are processed as follows. First, all
independent extremes (the largest 200 sea level values separated by at least 3 days) in the residuals are
sorted in descending order and stored in a vector. It is worth noting that tests using 1 day instead of 3 days
for the selection of independent extremes led to practically the same results and conclusions. Second, for
each of the independent extremes found in the residuals, we select and store in a vector the largest sea
level value from the model within an interval of 6 days centered about the time at which the extreme value
is observed in the residuals. Finally, we subtract the two vectors calculated in the previous steps to obtain a
vector of the differences between the residuals and the modeled sea level. These differences provide an
estimate of the skill of the model for storm surge forecasting. Because extreme events of a similar height
can occur several times over the period covered by the residuals, differences are sorted into bins evenly
spaced by 5 cm and, for each bin, the mean difference and its standard deviation are calculated. Hence, a
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bin centered at 30 cm will
reflect the mean difference
and its standard deviation for
extreme events in the range
[27.5, 32.5]. Changing the bin
width does not change the
results appreciably. The stand-
ard deviation provides a mea-
sure of how much the
differences vary for extremes
of similar magnitude.
Figure 4 shows the average dif-
ferences for positive extremes
as a function of the extreme
value in the residuals. The
standard deviation (error bars)
of the average difference is
also shown, but only when
three or more values are used
in the average. We note that, at
Valencia, Barcelona, and Mar-
seille, average differences tend
to increase with the value of
the extreme residual. This is
not the case for the other three
stations, where the average dif-
ferences fluctuate in a random
manner over the whole range
of extreme values. Focusing on
the largest extreme value at
each station, we note that average differences are larger than 30 cm at all stations except at Civitavecchia
and Antalya, where they are smaller than 15 cm. A maximum average difference of 48 cm is found at both
Marseille and Trieste for extreme values of 75 and 110 cm, respectively, which corresponds to an underesti-
mation of the extreme of 64% and 44%. The error bars associated with the average differences convey also
important information as they provide a measure of how spread out the differences are for extreme events
of a given height. The large error bars found at all stations indicate that the differences between the resid-
uals and the model for extreme events of similar magnitude vary over a wide range of values. This substan-
tial spread in the differences makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to calibrate the model for storm surge
forecasting because the model bias varies between stations and in time. To illustrate this, let us focus on
the differences for extreme events of 75 cm at Trieste. On average, the model underestimates the extremes
of this height by about 20 cm (as denoted by the blue square); however, the error bar indicates that in
some cases the model underestimates the extremes by >45 cm and in other cases it overestimates the
extremes by >5 cm. Broadly similar results are found at all other stations, reflecting the low predictive abil-
ity of the model with respect to extremes.
The differences for negative extremes as a function of the extreme value in the residuals are shown in Fig-
ure 5. Overall the performance of the model is not better than for positive extremes, and the model tends
to underestimate the value of the negative extremes at all stations. The largest differences are found at
Trieste, where a maximum average difference of 30 cm is found for extreme events of255 cm. Differences
at all other stations are, in general, smaller than 15 cm, and they show a tendency to increase with the mag-
nitude of the extreme value. Another interesting feature is that, unlike for positive extremes, no overestima-
tion is observed in any case but the model always underestimates the magnitude of the negative extremes
at all stations. Finally, it is important to note that the error bars are again large, reflecting a notable spread
in the differences for extreme events of similar height.
Figure 3. Comparison of the sea level from the model (red) and the deseasoned and
detided sea level from the tide gauge records (blue) at (a) Marseille and (b) Trieste.
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Finally, it is interesting to address the question of whether the differences between the residuals and the model
may be in part the result of nonlinear tide-surge interactions. With the exception of the Gulf of Gabes and the
North Adriatic Sea, the tidal range in the Mediterranean Sea is very small and thus, in principle, one would not
expect a significant nonlinear tide-surge interaction. Indeed, Marcos et al. [2009] investigated the existence of
such interaction at several tide gauge stations in the Mediterranean Sea and found no significant interaction at
any of the stations investigated. In order to further confirm that there is not significant interaction, we have
applied the same methodology as Marcos et al. [2009] to the six stations considered in our study. In particular,
we calculated at each station the distribution of extreme events in the residuals with the phase of the dominant
tidal component (taken here as the phase of M2). Then we used a v2 test to test the null hypothesis that such
distribution is not significantly different from a flat distribution with the same number of extreme events for
each phase bin. In agreement with the results of Marcos et al. [2009], we have found that tide-surge interaction
is not significant (at the 95% confidence level) at any of the six stations considered in this study.
3.3. Return Levels and Number of Exceedances of a Threshold
In subsection 3.2, we have found that the model fails to simulate the timing and the magnitude of the sea
level extremes at all tide gauge stations. Although for operational purposes having confident predictive
Figure 4. Mean differences in independent positive extremes (blue squares) between the residuals and the sea level from the model as a
function of the extreme value in the residuals at Valencia, Barcelona, Marseille, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya. The error bars represent
the standard deviation of the mean and are only shown when there are at least three values. The red dots represent the differences in
extremes caused by explosive cyclones.
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capability is crucial, in climate studies it may suffice if the model correctly simulates the observed probabil-
ity distribution of sea level values since we are primarily interested in climatological quantities, such as
return levels and number of exceedances of a threshold over a certain period of time. Note that, as we will
show later, it is possible that the model simulates the main statistical properties of the extremes correctly
but fails to predict their timing and magnitude. In this section, we investigate the ability of the model to
describe the main statistical properties of the observed sea level extremes. Q-q plots [Wilk and Gnanadesi-
kan, 1968] of the modeled sea level versus the residuals are a good starting point for the problem at hand
as they provide a convenient graphical device to assess whether or not the two data sets have the same
parent distribution. In a q-q plot [Wilk and Gnanadesikan, 1968], if the two sets of quantiles being compared
come from the same exact distribution, the points in the plot lie along the line y5 x. If the points fall along
a straight line that does not coincide with the line y5 x (i.e., it has different slope and/or intercept), then
the distributions of the two data sets have the same shape (i.e., the same parent distribution) but they differ
in scale and/or location. In this case, the model can, in principle, still be used for extreme value analysis
because there is the possibility of the model being calibrated by comparison with the residuals. Finally, if
the points in the q-q plot do not fall along a straight line, the two data sets come from different distribu-
tions (i.e., the distributions differ in shape) and calibration is difficult because we cannot predict how future
Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for negative sea level extremes.
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changes in the observed distribution of extremes will affect the differences between quantiles, which
diminishes the value of the model for extreme value analysis.
Figure 6 shows the q-q plots at all tide gauge stations. The q-q plots at Valencia, Barcelona, and Marseille
are S-shaped, indicating that the distribution of modeled data at these three stations has lighter tails than
that of the residuals. In other words, there is a lack of extreme values in the model relative to the residuals,
which appears to be more marked for positive extremes. Note also that, at Marseille, there is a leveling off
in the q-q curve for extreme values larger than 40 cm, reflecting a possible saturation of the model at this
value. Because the modeled and observed distributions are different in shape (i.e., they have different
Figure 6. Q-q plots of the modeled sea level versus the residuals at Valencia, Barcelona, Marseille, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya.
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distributions), calibration of the model is difficult. One can, of course, use a nonlinear function to model and
correct the departures from the residuals for the given q-q plot, however, there is no way to know if the
departures will still follow such function if there is, for instance, a change in the scale of the distribution of
the residuals (since the observed and modeled distributions are different). This should be considered when
using the model at these three stations to derive climatological quantities associated with sea level
extremes. The shape of the q-q plots at Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya is rather different from that at the
other three stations. It shows that, overall, the modeled distribution is slightly skewed to the right at these
three stations, indicating a mild overestimation of the positive extreme values as well as a moderate under-
estimation of the negative extreme values. A closer look, however, reveals that, at Trieste, although the
model indeed tends to overestimate the positive extreme values, for the largest extremes (>99.995th per-
centile) the model actually shows a slight underestimation. Nevertheless, the deviation of the modeled dis-
tribution from the observed distribution in the right tail is weak at the three stations, suggesting that the
model can, in principle, be used for analysis of positive extremes without incurring significant error. Note,
however, that the deviation is significantly larger in the left tail at Civitavecchia and Antalya, which casts
doubt upon the reliability of the model to simulate the negative extremes at these two stations. Finally, it is
worth noting that, except at the extremes, the modeled quantiles match the residual quantiles reasonably
well at all stations, which explains why it is usually found that the correlation between modeled sea level
and residuals is high, for hourly and monthly time series.
One of the uses of such a barotropic model is the projection of future changes in important climatological
quantities associated with sea level extremes, such as return levels and number of exceedances of a critical
threshold over a particular period of time. The success of the model in capturing these quantities is depend-
ent upon its ability to simulate the observed probability distribution of sea level, and hence differences
between distributions will inevitably cause the modeled data to yield different climatological quantities.
The analysis of the q-q plots has shown significant differences between the observed and modeled distribu-
tions, especially at Valencia, Barcelona, and Marseille. The extent to which these differences are reflected in
differences in return levels and number of exceedances determines the suitability of the model for sea level
extreme analyses.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the 50 and 10 year return levels as well as the number of exceedances of
the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles over a period of 25 years as derived from the modeled data and the
residuals at all tide gauge stations. The return levels in the residuals differ significantly from one station to
another (Figure 7a). The highest 50 year return levels in the residuals are found at Trieste (117.8 cm) and
Marseille (77.2 cm) whereas the lowest ones are found at Antalya (41.5 cm) and Civitavecchia (44.7 cm). As
expected from the analysis of the q-q plots, the model simulates the 50 year return level reasonably well
only at Valencia, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya, where differences are not larger than 8.3 cm. At Barce-
lona, and Marseille, however, the model underestimates the 50 year return level by 23.3, and 30.5 cm,
respectively, which corresponds to an underestimation of 35%, and 40%. For the 10 year return level, the
model performs again reasonably well at all stations except at Barcelona and Marseille, where the 10 year
return level is underestimated by 16 and 25.3 cm, respectively.
In terms of the number of exceedances of the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles over a period of 25 years, the
model performance is worse (Table 1). It is important to note that, in practice, one is interested in knowing
Table 1. Fifty and Ten Year Return Levels as Derived From the Residuals and the Model Together With the Number of Exceedances of
the 99.9% and 99.95% Observed Percentiles Over a Period of 25 Years as Derived From the Residuals and the Modeled Sea Levela
Station
RL50 year RL10 year ne of 99.9% ne of 99.95%
Residual Model Residual Model Residual Model Residual Model
Valencia 46.8 41.8 41.9 37.1 22.7 10.0 (13.8) 17.6 7.0 (8.3)
Barcelona 66.4 43.1 54.6 38.6 14.5 1.1 (14.1) 9.1 0.2 (8.5)
Marseille 77.2 46.7 66.9 41.6 28.1 0.7 (11.8) 18.8 0.2 (8.3)
Civitave. 44.7 45.2 42.0 38.9 43.3 11.7 (13.4) 27.9 7.2 (7.48)
Trieste 117.8 126.1 102.3 103.2 52.1 39.3 (34.8) 33.8 25.3 (20.5)
Antalya 41.5 42.7 38.0 36.5 17.0 8.1 (14.2) 9.4 4.7 (4.0)
aThe number of exceedances of the 99.9% and 99.95% modeled percentiles is also shown for the model (numbers inside the
parentheses).
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the number of exceedances of a particular threshold value irrespective of the percentile position of such
threshold value. Therefore, to assess the practical value of the model one should use the same threshold for
both the residuals and the model. Here we use the 99.9th percentile to select the threshold value just to
ensure that the selected value for each station is in fact an extreme value. Note, however, that because the
modeled and observed distributions of sea level are different (Figure 6), the modeled and observed 99.9th
percentiles are expected to be different as well. If the bias between the modeled and observed percentiles
is known, then the model can still be used to derive the number of exceedances provided that the number
of exceedances for each percentile is the same in both data sets. Knowing the bias is, however, equivalent
to being able to calibrate the model, which is difficult if the observed and modeled data have different par-
ent distributions, as it is the case at most stations (Figure 6).
In order to obtain a full assessment of the model performance, the number of exceedances is calculated for
two different cases: (i) using the same threshold value (the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles from the resid-
uals) for the residuals and the model; and (ii) using the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles from each data set.
For the first case (Table 1), the results from the residuals indicate that the 99.9% observed percentile is
exceeded about 23 times at Valencia, 43 times at Civitavecchia, and 17 times at Antalya over a period of 25
years, whereas those from the model suggest that this percentile is exceeded only 10, 12, and 8 times,
respectively. Similar large differences are found at Barcelona, Marseille, and Trieste. For the second case, the
number of exceedances of the 99.9% modeled percentile as derived from the model increases at some sta-
tions, but even in this case the model underestimates such number at all stations except Barcelona, reflect-
ing the poor performance of the model in capturing the number of exceedances. A similar underestimation
is found for the number of exceedances of the 99.95% percentile (Table 1).
3.4. Sea Level Extremes Associated With Explosive Cyclones
Here we are interested in two questions. First, whether the sea level extremes associated with explosive
cyclones in the Mediterranean Sea differ from those due to nonexplosive cyclones (i.e., whether they are
generally larger), and second, whether the skill of the model to simulate the sea level extremes is affected
by the rapid deepening rate associated with explosive cyclones. A sea level extreme is considered to be
related to an explosive cyclone if the center of the cyclone is within a distance of 250 km from the tide
gauge at the time of the extreme event. To address the first question, we plot the time series of the resid-
uals at all tide gauge stations highlighting the times at which an explosive cyclone occurred in the vicinity
Figure 7. Time series of detided and deseasoned sea level from the tide gauge records at Barcelona, Marseille, and Civitavecchia. The red
dots denote the occurrence of an explosive cyclone within a distance of 250 km from the tide gauge.
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(distance <250 km) of the station (Figure 7). It is evident from the figure that, although a few extreme val-
ues related to explosive cyclones are among the largest ones, they are not, in general, the largest events
and do not differ from events due to nonexplosive cyclones. To address the second question, we compare
the differences between observed and modeled extreme values for the case of explosive cyclones with
average differences (Figure 4). The most interesting feature is that the differences between the residuals
and the model in terms of extreme values tend to be much smaller when the extreme event is associated
with an explosive cyclone, and this is the case at all stations. In particular, the differences for explosive
events fall consistently at the lower end (or even outside) of the standard deviation range (denoted by the
error bars in the figure).
In order to shed some light on the reasons why the model performs better for extreme events related to explo-
sive cyclones and also why the model tends, in general, to underestimate the sea level extremes at all stations,
we have forced the barotropic model with wind and atmospheric pressure from the COSMO.GR model for a
period of 72 h centered in time about each of the 20 events of explosive cyclogenesis. The atmospheric fields
from the COSMO.GR model have a higher spatial resolution than the AEMET forcing fields, and thus can be used
to assess the impact of the spatial resolution of the atmospheric forcing in the model performance. Overall, we
find that the COSMO.GR model shows stronger variability than AEMET (not shown), however this does not trans-
late into a better simulation of the sea level extremes associated with explosive cyclones. In fact, the difference
between the time series of sea level derived from the simulations forced by COSMO.GR and AEMET is rather
small. This result suggests that the resolution of the atmospheric forcing may not be a leading factor in explain-
ing the differences between the model and the residuals. This does not necessarily mean that the spatial resolu-
tion of the forcing is not important to properly simulate the sea level extremes, but rather than the spatial
resolution of the numerical model itself as well as that of the bathymetry may play a more important role in
explaining the differences. Note, however, that this applies only to the few sea level extremes linked to explosive
cyclones but it is not clear if this is also true for nonexplosive extremes. Clearly, further investigation is required
to confirm these conclusions, although this is beyond the scope of this study.
4. Conclusions and Discussion
In this study, we have explored the skill of a barotropic model to simulate sea level extremes of meteorologi-
cal origin in the Mediterranean Sea. In particular, our goal has been to assess how well the model can simulate
the timing and the magnitude of sea level extremes as well as the observed distribution of sea level extremes.
We have also addressed the question whether explosive cyclones lead to larger sea level extremes and have
investigated the effect of the rapid deepening associated with such cyclones on the model performance. Our
original expectation was that the high rate of atmospheric pressure change associated with explosive cyclones
may degrade the model performance for storm surge modeling due to restrictions on the barotropic flow
imposed by the presence of the Gibraltar Strait and other straits in the Mediterranean basin.
We have first quantified the differences between the sea level from the model and the residuals from six
tide gauge records as a function of the extreme value. The model underestimates the positive extremes sig-
nificantly at all stations except at Trieste, in some cases by up to 65%. At Trieste, the model can sometimes
underestimate the extremes by up to 45% but it can also sometimes overestimate them and even generate
extremes when none is observed in the residuals. The differences between the model and the residuals are
not constant for extremes of a given height but they are spread out over a wide range of values. Spreads as
large as 65% of the extreme value are found at several stations, and they are larger than 30% at all stations.
In addition, the model underestimates the value of the negative extremes at all stations and the differences
for extremes of a similar magnitude show also large spreads.
The magnitude of the differences varies rather randomly. This limits the applicability of the numerical model
for storm surge forecasting because adjustment of the model is not straightforward. The reasons for these
differences are not clear. Two model runs driven by atmospheric data with different resolutions of 25 and
7 km have shown only slight differences in terms of extremes, suggesting that other factors, rather than the
resolution of the atmospheric forcing, may be more important in explaining the differences between the
model and the residuals. The differences may also be caused by coastal processes which are not resolvable
under the model resolution or poor representation of the bathymetry. Further work is needed to resolve
the causes and improve the model performance with respect to extremes.
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In the second part of the paper, we have explored the ability of the model to capture the observed distribu-
tion of sea level extremes. An analysis of q-q plots of modeled versus observed data has shown significant
differences in the shape of the distribution between the two data sets at all stations. The differences are
larger at Valencia, Barcelona, and Marseille. The fact that the modeled and observed distributions differ in
shape at these three stations indicates that such distributions are not linearly related, rendering the calibra-
tion of the model complicated. A possibility would be to use a nonlinear function to model and correct the
departures from the residuals as shown by the q-q plots, however, because the observed and modeled dis-
tributions differ in shape, there is no guarantee that such function will still be valid if sea level extremes
change in the future. Finally, the variability of the function between the explored stations indicates that an
overall correction for the whole model will be spurious because each location is likely to have a different
correction factor.
The 50 and 10 year return level estimates from the model and the residuals have differences smaller than
8.3 cm at Valencia, Civitavecchia, Trieste, and Antalya. At Barcelona, and Marseille, the model underesti-
mates the 50 year return level by 23.3, and 30.5 cm, respectively, and the 10 year return level by 16 and
25.3 cm, reflecting a significantly lower skill of the model at those stations. The number of exceedances of
the 99.9th and 99.95% percentiles over a period of 25 years is significantly underestimated by the model at
all stations. It is clear from these results that looking at the 50 year return level only, as it is sometimes
done, does not provide a good measure of the capability of the model to capture the observed distribution
of sea level extremes but it is still the most reliable parameter of the model with respect to extremes.
Finally, in this study, we have also shown that sea level extremes caused by explosive cyclones are not
larger than those caused by nonexplosive cyclones. Interestingly, we have also found that the skill of the
model for predicting the timing and value of the storm surges is consistently and significantly higher for
the events associated with explosive cyclones at all stations. The reasons for this better performance for
rapid changes of atmospheric pressure may be linked to the fact that such phenomena, having subbasin
spatial scales, depend on redistribution of water within the basin, which are not constrained by the effects
of the Gibraltar Strait on water mass exchanges at high frequencies [Garrett and Majaess, 1984; Lascaratos
and Gacic, 1990; Tsimplis and Vlahakis, 1994]. Our results show that the skill of the numerical model with
respect to extremes is lower than what can be inferred from previous studies. Except perhaps for the 50
year return periods (at some stations), the skill of the model is in bad need of improvement as it significantly
underestimates extremes in most places. This study provides evidence for a pressing need for further work
to identify the reasons for the departures of the modeled data from observations, and the enhancement of
modeling of sea level extremes in the region.
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